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Abstract. We present a real-time statistical analysis tool for soccer.
This system is designed to promote the advancement of RoboCup by
facilitating fundamental research on issues such as learning and team
evaluation and assessment. Analysis of a game is carried out by a central
server, to which clients can connect to request data. We describe the
operation of the system and give examples of its potential applications.

1 Introduction

The fundamental goal of RoboCup is scienti�c research. In this paper, we present
a tool that promotes this goal by providing real-time, in-depth statistics on
soccer games. We expect this tool to have many uses, including the evaluation
of team modules and the design of automated coaches. At the simulator league
of RoboCup 2000 we successfully demonstrated a real-time, web-based interface
for visualising the statistics produced by our system. We have released all of our
code as open source to provide maximum accessibility and functionality to all
users (for downloads, see http://www.etl.go.jp/etl/suiron/~ianf/Mike/).

The original motivation for this work was our research on the automatic
commentary systemMike [1, 2]. In commentaries, high-level analysis of a game is
clearly important for making game summaries and for identifying the noteworthy
aspects of the game. At the same time, however, we realised that high-level
information on a game would also be indispensable to other researchers. We
therefore split out all ofMike's statistical analysis code and used it as the core for
a separate analysis program. We chose the server-client model for this program
because it provides the maximum bene�t for the smallest possible system load.
Since it is designed to run in tandem with the RoboCup's Soccer Server, we call
our system the Statistics Proxy Server (or sometimes also `pre-Mike', in its role
as a pre-processor for Mike).

The Statistics Proxy Server analyses a game and makes statistics available
in real-time. Any number of client modules can then attach to the server and
request some subset of this data at con�gurable intervals. We describe both the
server and the client protocol below, giving examples of their use (x2). We antici-
pate that real-time access to such statistics will �nd many uses within RoboCup;
we mentioned above our own work on soccer commentary, and we have also previ-
ously used the statistics to demonstrate the progress of the RoboCup simulation
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league to date [3, 4]. In x3, we describe how we have now used the Proxy Server
to generate a database of statistics on previous RoboCup games, and how the
current Proxy Server utilises this database to increase the options available to
clients. Finally, in x4 we discuss the possibilities for further developments, before
giving our conclusions in x5.

2 System Details

The relationship between the Statistics Proxy Server and the core code of Mike

is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The Statistics Proxy Server and its relationship to the core code of Mike

The client handler daemon in this �gure creates separate client handler

threads to communicate with each client that connects to the Statistics Proxy
Server. Thus, the server is extremely exible: it can provide di�erent data on
di�erent time schedules to many di�erent clients. The most convenient way for
a client to make its connection is in con�guration script mode (there is also a
command-line mode, which we describe in full detail in the manual bundled with
the code). The con�guration script speci�ed by the client on the command-line
must contain a series of lines each starting with one command and followed by
a number of flags. Each command in the con�guration script corresponds to a
particular statistic. In practice, these commands are divided into three groups.
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{ Team Statistics. This �rst, and largest, group of commands relates to
statistics about entire teams. Examples of team-based commands are
TScore team, and
TXAvr team,
which request statistics on the score and average X position of the players
of the speci�ed team, respectively. The variable team must be either left or
right, but an easy method for simultaneously requesting statistics on both
teams is also implemented: team can be set to either `*' or ` '.

{ Player Statistics. The second group of commands relates to statistics on
individual players. Examples of player-based commands are
PlShootNum player, and
PlDistance player,
which request statistics on the number of shots made by player, and the dis-
tance that player has covered, respectively. Here, the variable player identi�es
players via the numbers displayed by the Soccer Server monitor. Again re-
placing the variable with `*' or ` ' defaults to requesting information on all
possible players. To make it easier to simultaneously obtain the same statis-
tics for large numbers of players (e.g., all those on one team), the speci�ca-
tion of ranges for the player variable is supported. For example, PlDistance
1-11 will give the distances covered by all the players on one team.

{ Other Statistics. The �nal group of commands covers extra statistics that
concern the interactions between two individual players. Examples are
Bigram player1 player2, and
CorXX player1 player2.
Here, player1 and player2 are once more the player numbers as displayed
by the Soccer Server monitor, and the `*', ` ' or range notation are again
available. Bigrams and correlations, together with the complete list of all
the other statistics, are described in the Statistics Proxy Server manual.

In total, there are 33 team statistics, 14 player statistics and 5 other statistics.
There is also one extra command, all, that requests the entire set of current
statistics to be sent (and also the commands all team and all player or their
equivalents all team and all player for requesting the complete set of just
the team statistics or just the player statistics). In the con�guration script, each
command must be accompanied by at least one flag. These ags allow clients to
control the way that statistics are sent by the server, as follows:

1. T num | a mandatory ag for every command in the con�guration �le. It
speci�es the time interval (num, in Soccer Server game steps) at which the
statistic should be sent to the client.

2. L num | speci�es a lower bound. The statistic is only sent to the client (at
the time determined by the T ag) if it is greater than or equal to num.

3. U num | speci�es an upper bound. The statistic is only sent to the client
(at the time determined by the T ag) if it is less than or equal to num.

4. C num | speci�es a minimum change. The statistic is only sent to the client
(at the time determined by the T ag) if it has changed by an amount greater
than num since it was last reported (or if it has never been reported).
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These ags allow for the construction of sophisticated reporting regimes. For
instance, the following command will produce statistics every 10 time steps on
all the left team players except the goalkeeper (player 1) with 5 or more shots
on goal: PLShootNum 2-11 T10 L5.

In Figure 2 we give a simple example of a complete con�guration script.
Commented lines start with a hash (#) and blank lines are allowed. When a
client successfully connects to the server using such a script, it receives the
requested data for the duration of the connection whilst play is still in progress.
The format for sending information to the clients is as follows:

hcommandi hvariablesi hvaluei htimei

where command is simply an echo of the command that requested the data (just
the label identifying the statistic itself), variables identi�es the subject (a team
for team statistics, a player for player statistics, or a pair of players for other
statistics), value is the result computed by the Statistics Proxy Server, and time

is the current game time.

# Comment: Simple proxy configuration script

# Requests average X and Y location of the left team's players

# every 5 game steps. Also requests, every 10 game steps, the number

# of goals scored by any goalscorer (player with one or more goals).

TXAvr left T5

TYAvr left T5

PlScore * T10 L1

Fig. 2. A simple script for a client connecting in con�guration script mode

3 The Data Centre

We have already used pre-release versions of the Statistics Proxy Server to anal-
yse previous RoboCup tournaments [3, 4]. The Server's analysis allowed us to
demonstrate how teamwork has improved signi�cantly along the long side of the
�eld but not along the shorter, how teams carry out more marking, and how the
link between ball-handling skills and performance has strengthened.

In addition to carrying out such analysis, however, we can also now make
data on past games available in real-time through the Proxy Server. To do this,
we analysed the logs of all the 243 completed games from the �rst three years of
RoboCup simulator contests (a database of over 500Mbytes). For each game, we
recorded the values of each of the Proxy Server statistics. Further, we created
two extra sets of data by collecting separately the data for the winners and losers
of each game. (Actually, since team designers are allowed to manually change
their team settings and code at half-time, we built these extra databases by
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looking at the winners and losers of each half-game, excluding the 97 half-games
that were drawn). The Proxy Server makes the results of this analysis available
via the following extra ags:

{ S yr-percent | speci�es a signi�cance level for reporting a statistic from the
current game. The value of percent must be greater than 0 and less than 100.
If percent is greater than or equal to 50, the statistic is only reported (at the
time determined by the T ag) if its value in the current game ranks in the
top percent% of stored values for year yr in the data centre. For values less
than 50, the statistic is only reported if its value in the current game ranks
in the bottom percent% of stored values.

{ A yr-percent | speci�es a signi�cance level for reporting a statistic. Same as
the S ag except that the value of the statistic must be signi�cant amongst
just winning teams.

{ B yr-percent | speci�es a signi�cance level for reporting a statistic. Same as
the S ag except that the value of the statistic must be signi�cant amongst
just losing teams.

{ Y yr | requests data on a statistic directly from the data centre for year
yr (a four digit number) rather than on the current game. The average of
the values in the data centre is returned. Overrides all other ags, which are
ignored if Y is speci�ed.

These ags greatly increase the power of the system. For instance, a script
containing just the commands `all S1999-5 T5' and `all S1999-95 T5' will
allow a client to receive (every 5 game steps) just the statistics on the current
game that are in the top or bottom 5% when compared to the teams in the
previous year's RoboCup. Future versions of the Statistics Proxy Server will also
include a tool for creating extra data sets from arbitrary collections of log �les.
This will enable developers to easily compare the performance of new updates
of their programs against established benchmark versions.

4 Developments

The uses of the Statistics Proxy Server are limited only by the imagination of
RoboCup developers. Already, we have demonstrated at RoboCup 2000 a web-
based interface for visualising the system's statistics using graphs, charts and
pitch diagrams. Note that machine vision systems for creating textual logs of
real robot games will also soon allow the Statistics Proxy to be used with other
leagues. We have room for just a small list of other possible developments:

{ Add a module that gives information on how various statistics change during
a game.

{ Use the Statistics Proxy as the basis for a strong on-line coach client.
{ Use the statistics as a testing tool to identify more precisely the strengths and
weaknesses of individual teams. At the current stage of RoboCup, winning
is taken to identify the teams that employ good techniques. However, the
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reverse is not true: teams that lose do not necessarily employ bad techniques.
The ability to identify strong aspects of teams whose overall performance
does not compare to the champions will help prevent good research ideas
being overlooked. In our most recent work, we have used the Statistics Proxy
to analyse the log �les of the RoboCup evaluation sessions, showing that
there is a negative correlation between team performance and robustness.

{ Develop a testing tool that can play two teams against each other to test a
given, concrete hypothesis (e.g., team A is stronger than team B, team A
passes more accurately than team B) at a pre-determined con�dence level.

Eventually, we hope the Statistics Proxy Server will form the core of an
advanced RoboCup expert analysis module incorporating techniques developed
by many RoboCup researchers. A good starting point for this would be the work
done by the developers of Isaac [5], who have used C4.5 to build decision trees
that describe how teams behave in a game. Since it is hard to build such trees
incrementally during a game, Isaac is typically used as a post-game learning
module.

5 Conclusions

We have described the Statistics Proxy Server we have developed for RoboCup.
We gave details of the implementation and examples of the use of the system.
We discussed how the server has already been used in projects such asMike and
to assess the progress of RoboCup to date. We also showed that it is possible to
incorporate data from past RoboCups and listed some of the promising potential
applications of the Statistics Proxy Server system.

It is our hope that the Statistics Proxy Server will be a signi�cant and useful
tool in the development of RoboCup. To maximise the chances of this actually
happening, we have released our source code into the public domain.
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